9-29-1962

Mrs. A. J. Petitfils Sr. to Governor Ross Barnett, 29 September 1962

Mrs. A. J. Petitfils Sr.
The company will appreciate suggestions from its patrons concerning its service.
NEA080 SSB545
NS LLC164 SVC=Oxford Miss=

YS NS OXAO58 RE OUR NSLLG174 GOV ROSS BARNETT SDR ADV
FWD AND CHECK US=

SVC TSB NRLNS 29.

FUR YR NS LLG174 GOV ROSS BARNETT SGD MRS A J PETITFILS SR
WE FWD JACKSON MISS CK YOU 1.30 FWDG CHGS

OXFORD MISS 29
1051a mxxliig21xx ng llg174 governor ross barnett report
delivery sgd mrs a j petitfils sr 4335 spain st new orleans la
in jackson miss shall we fwd ck you chgs

oxford miss 29
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